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Teaching About Masters and Slaves
and How that Impacts Current 

Conversations on Race          
1 Timothy 6:1-2
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1. What does it mean to love my neighbor in the race conversation?

2. How to serve all masters (1 Timothy 6:1)
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Table Talk
1)  What are the differences among OT slavery, NT slavery and slavery in America?  How 

do those differences impact our perspective on these verses?

2) How much black history do you know? Why is it important to know black history?

3) In every slavery situation, there are ways that sinful hearts can make it worse.  What 
can we do presently to make situations better where slavery caused deep wounds?

4) In what ways are all of us “slaves”?  How do we serve well in those situations?

5) In what ways are we “slaves” of believers?  How do we serve well in those situations?
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